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Why we need a humanistic
approach for family succession

Lack of focus on people problems


Most of the family offices and family business consulting services focus on
law, accounting, and finance.



Some may provide training plans for successors but are limited to
competencies only.



Not enough emphasis on “people problems”, including relationship between
the current leader and their next generation, leadership style, etc. and
relations among family members.

The people problems may have a significant impact on whether family succession
can be successful.
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Family succession during VUCA time
VUCA = Volatile + Uncertain + Complex + Ambiguous

Volatile

Uncertain



With the rapid development of
technology, social networking,
and globalization, today's society
has more variables. This state of
being difficult to predict and
control is called "VUCA."



"VUCA Leadership" has become
the research focus of
management and businesses, and
it is also a factor that affects
family succession.



The COVID-19 pandemic has made
everyone sees the importance of
having "resilience" and "forward
thinking“ competencies.

Complex
Ambiguous
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The urgency to prepare for family succession
72% of Small Businesses don‘t have succession plan in U.S. (2016)

Family Business Survey 2021 - Singapore findings:
- Only 26% have documented a succession plan
- Only 35% have developed a sustainability strategy

With potential life and health uncertainty, the current
generation leaders need to have forward thinking
competency, have a sense of urgency to start preparation
early, and set up concrete agenda for family succession.
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Potential domains and targets of
family succession

3 possibilities of family succession
Any family with resources they want to pass down can make family succession plans,
whether they have a family business or not.
1. Take over an existing business
▪ Core business succession.
▪ Enterprise transformation and
digitalization.

2. New business development

Families without a family
business can do the 2nd
and 3rd type of succession.

▪ Assist the coming/younger generation
to explore new goals and develop
different careers.

Families with a family
business can do all 3 types
of succession.

3. Non-business succession
▪ All types of succession that are NOT
directly related to the business
established by the parents, e.g.
wisdom, connections, art.
© CF East-West Consulting, Ltd.
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Family succession targets

Business

What can we pass down?
• On top of family business
and assets, there are many
different types of family
resources that can be
passed on to the next
Individual
generation.
See the chart for examples →

Family business
Business invested
Technical skills
Social enterprise & charity
Intellectual property

Vocation/ideals

Family

Connections & Networks
Unfulfilled mission or ambition
Financial assets
Family culture, virtue & values
Culture & Art

Non-business
© CF East-West Consulting, Ltd.
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Family succession targets - explained
Family business

Technical skills

• Succession of the business, become board members,
become shareholders, sell the business.

• Monetize the technology, be responsible for innovation,
research and development, re-authorization, and find
more application areas.

Business invested

Culture & art

• Join the management team, become the board of
director, make it a part-time career.

• Even if the next generation are not in art careers,
interests in similar culture and art can be cultivated.

Financial assets

Connections & Networks

• Hire financial professionals to manage the assets.

• Examine the value of the network, and find out how to
sustain or develop businesses from the connections.

Family culture, virtue & values
• Sort it out with and get recognition from the next
generation, turn it into an executable career or
aspiration and plan accordingly.

Vocation/ideals
• Share and discuss with the next generation, let them
decide what they may be interested in doing.

Intellectual Property

Social enterprise & charity

• Collect royalties, participate in the continued
research and development and re-authorization, find
more application areas.

• Share and discuss with the next generation, allow them
to participate or understand what has been started or
envisioned.
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Differences between two generations
that influence family succession

Differences between two generations
Differences in education, culture,
and skills
Different definitions of
happiness
Process of building trust and
networking
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Integrate the strengths of two generations
Strengths of the
Current Generation

Strengths of the
Coming Generation

• Life experience

• Ability to learn new things

• Vocational and professional abilities
accumulated over the years

• New technology/digital learning ability

• Strategic thinking skills

• Broad range of knowledge

• Response to different scenarios

• Drive to pursue dreams

• Business management ability

• Higher risk tolerance and less afraid of
losing

• Interpersonal relationship management
experience

• Highly trustworthy connections

• Creative thinking ability

• Global vision and foreign language
ability
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CF-EW Assessment Service Center
Assess main competencies of two generations to evaluate their readiness level
for family succession:


Current/older generation: competencies to pass down



Coming/younger generation: competencies to take over

For example:

Current Generation
• Health status: physical health and
energy level
• Parent-child relationship management:
family atmosphere: no interaction <-> good communication
• Control: readiness level to reduce or
give up control

Coming Generation
• Willingness to take over
• Perception of parental relationship
• Work motivation: willing to work,
accept training, and eager to learn
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CF-EW Assessment Service Center
Methods and tools to assess the characters and strengths of the coming
generations:
• Values and behavioral styles for leadership and

LIFO Method

Human Element

interpersonal relationships

• Personality characters for willingness to control and
commit

VIA

• The virtues that motivate people to choose and devote
to different kinds of life and work nature

Career Anchor

• Preferred patterns and strengths of career and life style

Accountability

• The accountability styles to be evaluated when taking
responsibilities of managing assets and resources

East-West Personal
Style

• Assess the strengths as boundary spanners for designing
and assigning suitable roles during family successions
© CF East-West Consulting, Ltd.
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Differences between two generations
Assess values and behavioral styles
•

Family succession consultants may use the LIFO human-based
management system to assess the values and behavior styles of the
two generations

•

Through the assessment results, understand the two generations'
views on leadership, career, business management, and strengths
development needs.

•

Examine the differences between the two generations and their
impact on family succession

*For more details of LIFO, please see http://www.lifo-ew.com/#lifo
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Four Windows to the World
Supporting Giving

Adapting Dealing

Excellence

Harmony

You

18

Conserving Holding

Controlling Taking

Reason

Action

Four Productive Orientations
Supporting Giving (SG)
Excellence

Goals
Prove worth
Be helpful

Philosophy
“If I prove my worth by working
hard and pursuing excellence, the
good things in life will come to
me.”
Strengths
●
●
●
●
●
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Considerate
Cooperative
Helpful
Idealistic
Loyal

●
●
●
●
●

Modest
Receptive
Responsive
Seeks excellence
Trusting

Four Productive Orientations
Controlling Taking (CT)
Philosophy
“If I can get results by being
competent and seizing
opportunity, the good things in
life will be there for the
taking.”

Action

Goals

Strengths

Be competent
Get results

●
●
●
●
●
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Competitive
Confident
Directing
Forceful
Persistent

●
●
●
●
●

Persuasive
Quick to act
Risk-taking
Seeks Change
Urgent

Four Productive Orientations
Conserving Holding (CH)
Philosophy
“If I think before I act and make
the most of what I’ve got, I can
build up my supply of the good
things in life.”

Reason

Goals
Go slow
Be sure

Strengths
●
●
●
●
●
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Analytical
Detail-oriented
Economical
Factual
Methodical

●
●
●
●
●

Practical
Reserved
Steadfast
Tenacious
Thorough

Four Productive Orientations
Adapting Dealing
Philosophy
“If I please other people and fill
their needs first, then I can get
the good things in life that I've
wanted all along.”

Harmony

Goals
Know people
Get along

Strengths
●
●
●
●
●
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Adaptable
Animated
Empathetic
Enthusiastic
Experimental

●
●
●
●
●

Flexible
Inspiring
Negotiating
Sociable
Tactful

Coming/younger generation research
Research topic examples:


International and cross-cultural
experiences: acculturation

Sources of Research Findings:



Gender roles



Chinese and English journals
and articles



Interviews – Field Study



Difficulties female successors face



Difficulties male successors face



Attachment styles



Training processes for the successors



Innovative ideas for business development



Personality development during growth



Self-awareness and willingness to take
over
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Current qualitative research on-going for
coming/younger generation
Five main categories to explore and
interview for this project:


Self-Awareness of family background



Culture identity through international
experiences



How to view family business/resources



Personal business/career vision



Cross-generation relations and communications

Welcome to join our research:
to build more solid frameworks for
understanding, assessing, and
developing the coming generations
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Resolving people problems in family

relations to achieve successful family
succession

Rebuilding a good parent-child relationship is beneficial to
family succession (Part 1)
Triangular diagram from the perspective of
parents:

Parents

Children

Career

•

Parents  Career: Means used by parents to create wealth
and values

•

Parents  Children: Whom parents should give care and
love to

•

Children  Career: Two sides of the mental scale of parents
that is hard to balance

*** In order to give their children prosperous lives and pursue
their own life values, it is necessary to devote efforts to their
careers. Therefore, it may be inevitable to sacrifice the time

spent with their children.

Rebuilding a good parent-child relationship is beneficial to
family succession (Part 2)
Triangular diagram from the perspective of
children:
Parents

Children

Career

•

Parents  Career: career is the product of parents'
efforts and time

•

Parents  Children: whom the children rely on and
desire care from

•

Children  Career: career is the opponent who
competes for attention and time of his parents

***The more attention their parents pay to their careers, the

less time and attention they can get. They may believe that
the amount of time their parents spent on their careers vs.
their children tells how much the parents care about each.

Rebuilding a good parent-child relationship is beneficial to
family succession (Part 3)
The ideal and healthy triangle:
•

Parents  Career: parents can learn to reconstruct their
relationships with their careers, starting with separating
their own identities from their career achievements.

•

Parents  Children: parents can become the life advisers
of their children when they take over the tangible and
intangible assets.

•

Children  Career: children can learn to cherish all the
family business resources that may help them achieve
successes more easily.

Parents

Children

Career

*** The achievements that parents have invested time and
energy in may have given their children a lonely childhood,

but they have also left many great resources that may help
their children accomplish their goals later on.

How to implement - 3 levels of intervention
Current
generation

Individual

Coming
generation

Improve
personal
strengths &
organizational
performance

Individual & Family:

To deal with family relationship issues to ensure the best family
succession outcome.

Family & Career:

A new intersection between family and career must be formed.

Humanistic
Approach

Family

Family
succession
& continuity

Career
transformation
& new career
development

Individual & Career:
New
business

Need to find out what the children are willing to
take over or develop.

Career
Existing
business
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Using OD techniques of processes

interventions to make family succession
becomes sustainable

Family succession consulting process: the 7-Module Model
Module 1

• Assessment & development related to the current generation /
parents.

Module 2

• Assessment & development related to the coming generation /
children.

Module 3

• Communicate with members of both generations separately to clarify
their problems, needs, and expectations.

Module 4

• Take a neutral role to facilitate healthy and productive
communications between the two generations.

Module 5

• Members of the two generations build a consensus, outline a family
vision, and promise to implement it.

Module 6

• Inventory, integrate, and prepare the family resources that the
current generation wants to pass down.

Module 7

• The next generation gradually takes over the agreed family
succession targets and moves towards sustainable development.
© CF East-West Consulting, Ltd.
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Taking over an existing business
- Family Business Transformation Consulting

When the coming generation is unwilling to take over
the existing business

Business transformation & new business development
The principles of non-business succession

For more information, please contact us to
set up cooperations for consulting works
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From family succession to family
sustainability to social sustainability

Different levels and scopes that affect
family succession
Society

Family Business

Family

Individual
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The mindset of coming/younger generation


An old Chinese sayings “blue out of blue is better than blue” (青出于藍勝于藍),
means the younger generation should be better/more successful than the
current generation → This may put a lot of pressure on the younger generation.



The mission of the younger generations is to:
1.

Fully utilize their strengths to create unique achievement

2.

Make the best out of their current family resources/assets

3.

Make the current business become more sustainable and prosperous

Not to compete with their parents and not to be compared with parents based
on the same criteria.
Why so many “idle” young generation?
Because they do not find their values, motivations, and achievement
in their roles in family succession.
© CF East-West Consulting, Ltd.
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Organizational Sustainability Intervention
Model
(OSI Model)

For more information of our OSI Model, please
contact us for possible cooperations for consulting
works
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Family Sustainability
In many societies, family is often the core social unit. If a family owns or control an enterprise or
valuable resources, the family should act as the smallest unit to promote sustainable social
development.
The 17 sustainable development goals by UN can guide us to establish sustainable development goals for
the family, as well as setting the principles of family succession plans and choosing the themes of new
businesses projects.
Current
generation

Passing
down
Family
sustainability

Coming
generation

Social
sustainability

Taking
over
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17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
Published by United Nations (UN)

Source: https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/news/communications-material/
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Family succession - aspirations
老子 {道德經} 七十七章 摘錄：
天之道，損有餘而補不足。
人之道，則不然，損不足以奉有餘。
Lao Tzu - { Tao Te Ching } Chapter. 77
(Heaven) diminishes where there is superabundance, and
supplements where there is deficiency.
It is not so with the way of man. He takes away from those
who have not enough to add to his own superabundance.
Tips from the sage’s wisdom:
Every family may have some excess resources or assets,
tangible or intangible, which they do not need but may be
valuable to others in the society.
Hope that with more creativity and innovation, families
can contribute to the sustainable development of society
through their family succession process.
© CF East-West Consulting, Ltd.
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Q&A
Contact:
info@cf-ew.com
gary@lifo-ew.com
Website:
www.cf-ew.com
WeChat Official Account (Mandarin)
CFEW家族传承

Welcome to contact us for
further cooperation

